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A  d  d  e  n  d  u  m 
 
Iowa Department of Transportation Date of Letting: February 21, 2012 
Office of Contracts    Date of Addendum: February 20, 2012 
 
 
B.O. Proposal ID Proposal Work 
Type  
County Project Number Addendum 
154 14-C014-143 HMA 
RESURFACING 
CARROLL FM-C014(135)--55-14 
FM-C014(136)--55-14 
FM-C014(137)--55-14 
FM-C014(138)--55-14 
FM-C014(139)--55-14 
FM-C014(140)--55-14 
FM-C014(141)--55-14 
FM-C014(142)--55-14 
FM-C014(143)--55-14 
21FEB154.A01 
 
Notice: Only the bid proposal holders receive this addendum and responsibility for notifying any 
potential subcontractors or suppliers remains with the proposal holder. 
 
Make the following changes to FM-C014 (135-141,143)--55-14: 
 
For Item Codes 2303-0032500 and 2303-0033500, Delete the following reference note: 
COMPACTION SHALL BE PER ARTICLE 2303.03, SPECIFICALLY CLASS 
IC FOR THE SURFACE LIFT. COMPACTION SHALL BE CLASS I FOR THE 
INTERMEDIATE LIFT.  
 
 
Make the following change to FM-C014 (142)--55-14: 
 
For Item Code 2303-0033500, Delete the following reference note: 
COMPACTION SHALL BE PER ARTICLE 2303.03, SPECIFICALLY CLASS 
IC FOR THE SURFACE LIFT. 
 
